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Abstract
Perception of duration is critically influenced by the speaking
rate of the surrounding context. However, to what extent this
speaking rate normalization depends on a specific talker’s voice
is still understudied. The present study investigated whether
listeners’ perception of temporally contrastive phonemes is
influenced by the speaking rate of the surrounding context, and
more importantly, whether the effect of the contextual speaking
rate persists across different talkers for different types of
contrasts: Japanese singleton-geminate stop contrast (/k/-/kk/)
and short-long vowel contrast (/e/-/ee/). The vowel contrast
carries more reliable talker information than the stop contrast;
hence, listeners’ rate-based adjustments may be more talkerspecific for vowels than for stops. The current results showed
that context speaking rate impacted the perception of the target
contrast across different talkers, and this influence was evident
for both types of the contrasts tested. These results suggest that
listeners generalized their rate-based adjustments to different
talkers’ speech regardless of whether the target segment carried
reliable talker information (i.e., vowel contrast) or not (i.e., stop
contrast). The current results bear on the issue of how speaking
rate information is processed with respect to talker information.
Index Terms: speech perception, speaking rate, length
contrast, categorical perception, Japanese

Introduction
Even within a single language, different people speak
differently. One aspect of speech in which talkers vary
significantly is how fast they speak; some people talk faster
than others [1,2] and the same person may talk faster or slower
in different occasions [3]. It has been demonstrated that
listeners take this speaking rate variation into account when
processing speech [4-7]. One piece of evidence for this ratedependent speech perception is observed as the phonetic
boundary shift in listeners’ perception of temporally contrastive
phonemes. For example, the perceptual boundary between
English /b/ vs. /p/—characterized by different VOT durations—
changes depending on the speaking rate of the surrounding
speech [8-10]. More specifically, perception of the English /p//b/ continuum (as in rapid vs. rabid) is biased toward /p/ when
the target word including these sounds follows a faster than a
slower precursor phrase [11]. Similar rate effects have been
found in perception of other contrasts involving temporal cues
[12,13], manner of articulation [14], lexical stress [5], word
segmentation [15], as well as in the perception of function
words [16,17].
One question that arises is how strongly listeners’ ratebased normalization is associated with a specific talker’s voice.

That is, is listeners’ auditory normalization of phonetic
temporal cues based on general auditory input (e.g., speech
produced by multiple talkers) or is it based on the speech
produced by a specific talker? Some previous studies have
suggested that listeners track talker information that is carried
in the acoustic signal, store this information along with sound
or word representations, and use this information when
processing new speech [18-21]. Given such reports, it is
plausible that listeners’ perceptual learning—and resulting
perceptual processes—are attuned to specific talkers. This
prediction is supported by the studies demonstrating that
listeners’ perceptual learning of phoneme categories is talkerspecific [22,23]. Specifically, these studies have shown that
when listeners are exposed to a particular talker’s speech, they
adjust their phonemic categories for that specific talker, but do
not generalize the adjustments to a different talker. However,
other results support a different view, demonstrating that
listeners generalize their perceptual learning of phonemic
categories based on one talker to a different talker [24]. Further,
it has been shown that the speaking rate of one talker affects the
perception of another talker [10,25]. That is, the speaking rate
of the context surrounding the critical segment affects the
perception of the critical segment even if the context is
produced by a different talker than that of the critical segment.
In short, the previous results are mixed regarding whether
listeners’ perceptual adjustments of phonetic boundaries are
talker-specific or not.
It is possible that these apparently contradicting findings are
due to specific acoustic characteristics of the segments that
were tested in these studies. Kraljic and Samuel [26] have
demonstrated that listeners’ perceptual adjustments of a
phonemic category boundary differed depending on the sound
contrast that is being varied (i.e., /d/-/t/ vs. /s/-/ʃ/). They
suggested that when acoustic cues that differentiate the target
contrast simultaneously provide information about the talker’s
identity (i.e., fricatives), listeners’ perceptual adjustment
depends on the talker, while the adjustment is independent of
talkers when the acoustic cues are less informative for
identifying the talker (i.e., stops). Given this finding, it is
possible that listeners’ rate-based adjustments for temporally
contrastive phonemes also differ depending on whether the
target segment carries reliable talker information in addition to
the temporal cues that distinguish the target contrast itself. That
is, listeners’ rate-based adjustments may not generalize to
different talkers’ speech (i.e., talker-dependent adjustment)
when the acoustic signal of the temporally contrastive
phonemes also carries reliable talker information, whereas the
adjustments may generalize across talkers (i.e., talkerindependent adjustment) when the acoustic signal of the
contrast does not carry talker information.

The current study investigates the effect of speaking rate
variation of the surrounding context on the perception of
temporally contrastive phonemes. Specifically, we examine
whether the speaking rate of a precursor phrase produced by
one talker impacts the perception of the target contrast produced
by a different talker, and if this pattern differs depending on
whether or not the target segment carries talker information. We
examine this question using two different types of contrasts in
Japanese. Japanese has a singleton-geminate contrast (e.g., /k//kk/) as well as a short-long vowel contrast (e.g., /e/-/ee/), both
of which are primarily based on durational differences [27].
These contrasts differ in terms of whether the acoustic
characteristics of the contrast also carry reliable talker
information, including gender differences. Particularly, while
the difference between male vs. female voice is carried in the
difference in spectral characteristics of the vowels, it is
manifested much less clearly in the closure/silence intervals of
stops. Thus, it is possible that the speaking rate of the precursor
phrase produced by one talker affects the perception of a stop
contrast produced by a different talker, while the same would
not hold for the perception of a vowel contrast. However, it is
also possible that listeners’ rate-based adjustments generalize to
different talkers’ speech regardless of the type of the target
segment (i.e., stops and vowels), because both contrasts are
primarily duration-based. That is, unlike the English /s/-/ʃ/
contrast that differs in the spectral dimension, which also varies
with the gender of the talker [26], the Japanese singletongeminate stop contrast (/k/-/kk/) and short-long vowel contrast
(/e/-/ee/) both differ in the temporal dimension, which is much
less directly related to the gender of the talker compared to
spectral differences. Thus, the speaking rate variation of the
precursor phrase may affect the perception of the target contrast
even if the precursor phrase and the target word are produced
by different talkers, and this pattern may persist for both types
of segments (i.e., stop consonant and vowel contrasts).

Methods
1.1. Participants
Participants were 15 native Japanese listeners (11 females, 4
males; age mean = 21.2 years, range = 20-26 years), who were
residing in the US at the time of testing. They were all familiar
with English as their second language. None of them reported a
history of speech or hearing impairment.
1.2. Materials
The precursor phrase was /kikoeta-kotoba-wa/ (“the word I
heard was ___”). The target segments, stop consonant and
vowel, were embedded word-medially in non-words: /hekohekko/ (consonant) and /hesu-heesu/ (vowel). Two native
Japanese talkers (1 female, 1 male) recorded multiple tokens of
the precursor phrase and both singleton and geminate versions
of the target words. The talkers were residing in the US at the
time of recording, and all spoke the standard Japanese. In a
sound booth, the materials were displayed on the computer
screen one at a time; the presentation was self-paced. The
speech was recorded using a microphone that was directly
connected to a desktop computer, using a mono channel at a
sampling rate of 44,100 Hz (16 bit) using the Praat speech
analysis software package [28]. The target words were
produced with a high-low or high-low-low pitch pattern (i.e.
with initial pitch accent, the default accent pattern for nonce

words). The clearest tokens of the precursor phrase and target
words were chosen from each talker.
The durations of the precursor phrase and segments in the
target words were adjusted using the Pitch Synchronous
Overlap and Add (PSLOA) algorithm in Praat. Specifically, the
two talkers used for this study were selected from the pool of
six talkers who all provided the speech materials; the selection
was made based on the results of a pilot study examining the
clarity of their productions. The precursor and target word
durations of the two selected talkers were adjusted to be the
mean durations across the six talkers. This mean duration of the
precursor phrase was further manipulated through linear
expansion (factor of 1.6) and linear compression (factor of 1/1.6
= .625) with PSOLA, resulting in three rates: fast, normal (no
further rate manipulation), and slow. These precursor phrases
were RMS normalized to 75 dB. To create target word continua,
the duration of the target segments (i.e., /k/ in /heko-hekko/ and
/e/ in /hesu-hessu/) were manipulated in five 20 ms steps (i.e.,
60, 80, 100, 120, 140 ms) so that the range encompasses typical
short and long segments [29]. The target words were then RMS
normalized to 70 dB.
Finally, the precursor phrase and target words were
concatenated so that all precursors (3 rates x 2 talkers) were
combined with all target words (2 segments x 5 durations x 2
talkers), resulting in 120 unique stimuli. Congruent stimuli
were those in which the voice of the precursor and the target
matched, and incongruent stimuli were those in which the
precursor and target voices did not match.
1.3. Procedure
Participants were seated in front of a computer wearing
headphones in a sound-attenuated room. A forced-choice
perception experiment was delivered via Psychopy [30]. In each
trial, participants heard a sentence through the headphones,
simultaneously saw two response choices (e.g., /heko/ and
/hekko/) in Japanese orthography on the screen, and were asked
to choose the word they heard by pressing the key ‘f’ (short:
/heko/ or /hesu/) or ‘j’ (long: /hekko/ or /heesu/). They were
instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible.
Consonant and vowel trials were blocked, and the order of the
two blocks were counter-balanced across participants. Within
each block, there were two practice trials preceding the test
trials, and the test stimuli (i.e., 60 consonant stimuli and 60
vowel stimuli) were presented to each participant in 5
randomized orders. The entire session lasted approximately 45
minutes.
1.4. Analysis
Responses were analyzed using mixed-effects logistic
regression models using R package lme4 [31] where the short
(/heko/ or /hesu/) or long response (/hekko/ or /heesu/) was the
dependent variable. As shown in the model syntax below, the
fixed factors included target segment duration (centered,
continuous), condition (categorical: congruent or incongruent),
precursor rate (categorical: fast, normal, or slow), segment
(categorical: consonant or vowel), and interactions of these
factors. Each categorical fixed factor was treatment-coded; the
reference level (i.e., the level coded as 0) for segment was
consonant, for precursor rate was normal, for condition was
congruent. We were interested in examining whether the effect
of the precursor rate persists when the precursor voice and the
target voice are different (incongruent condition) and whether
this effect was present for both vowel and consonant contrasts

(segment type). Thus, our main interest was the three-way
interaction among precursor rate, condition, and segment type.
We excluded the three-way interaction among duration,
condition, and precursor rate as well as the four-way interaction
because these interactions were not relevant to our research
questions, and also to avoid convergence problems. The
maximal random effects structure that would converge was
implemented, which included random intercepts for listener, as
well as by-listener random slopes for segment duration,
condition, precursor rate, segment, and the interaction between
condition and segment, and between precursor rate and segment.
We uncorrelated random factors to aide convergence problems.
Response ~ Duration* Condition* Rate* Segment
- Duration: Condition: Rate
- Duration: Condition: Rate: Segment +
(1+ Duration+ Condition*Segment+ Rate*Segment || Listener)

Results
Figure 1 illustrates the proportion of long responses (i.e.,
/hekko/ or /heesu/) across the 5 steps of the target segment
duration continua and 3 levels of precursor rate (fast, normal,
or slow) by condition (congruent or incongruent). The summary
of the mixed-effects logistic regression model is shown in Table
1 at the end of the paper. The results of the model showed a
significant effect of duration (β = .11, z = 12.11, p < .001), and
the effect of duration interacted with segment (β = -.02, z = 3.19, p < .01), indicating that the ‘long’ responses increased
along the 5-step duration continua but this increase was smaller
for vowel (as shown in Figure 1).

Figure 1: Proportion of long responses for two
segments (consonant /hekko/ or vowel /heesu/) for 3
levels of precursor rate (fast, normal, slow) across 5
steps of target stop closure or vowel duration (ms) by
condition (congruent or incongruent). Error bars
indicate the 95% confidence interval of the mean.
Figure 2 is a different illustration of the same results. It
collapses the duration continua from Figure 1 (i.e., x-axis in
Figure 1), illustrating the effects of segment, condition, and
precursor rate. The effect of precursor rate was significant for
the normal vs. fast comparison (β = 1.32, z = 7.18, p < .001),
but not for the normal vs. slow comparison (β = .1, z = .57, p =
.57). These effects of precursor rate interacted with segment
(normal vs. fast x segment: β = -1.11, z = -4.31, p < .001; normal
vs. slow x segment: β = -.57, z = -2.2, p < .05). These results
indicate that the effects of precursor rates on listeners’

perception of the target segment differed across different
segments (consonant vs. vowel). In order to further examine
these interactions between precursor rate and segment, a posthoc test assessed the effects of precursor rates separately for
consonant and vowel. The results showed that for consonant,
the fast vs. slow and normal vs. fast comparisons were
significant (p < .0001 for both comparisons), but not normal vs.
slow (p = .37). For vowel, the fast vs. slow and normal vs. slow
comparisons were significant (p < .0001 for both), but not
normal vs. fast (p = .19). These results indicate that although
the precursor rate effects were present for both consonant and
vowel, the source of difference varied slightly. The fast vs. slow
difference influenced perception for both consonant and vowel.
Consonant perception was further affected by the normal vs.
fast difference, though vowel perception was affected by the
normal vs. slow difference.
These patterns of rate*segment interactions did not differ
across congruent vs. incongruent conditions as indicated by the
non-significant three-way interactions among segment,
condition, and normal vs. fast precursor rate (β = -.035, z = -.1,
p = .92), and among segment, condition, and normal vs. slow
precursor rate (β = -.33, z = -.1, p = .92). In terms of the effects
of rate and condition (congruent vs, incongruent), there was a
significant interaction between the normal vs. slow comparison
and condition (β = -.55, z = -2.36, p < .05), but not between the
normal vs. fast comparison and condition (β = .09, z = .37, p =
.71). Post-hoc tests revealed that the normal vs. fast comparison
was significant in both congruent and incongruent conditions (p
< .0001 for both). However, the normal vs. slow comparison
was significant in the incongruent (p < .0001), but not in the
congruent condition (p = .38). This was likely affected by the
pattern that the normal vs. slow difference in precursor rate did
not affect consonant perception (as discussed above), and this
was especially the case in the congruent condition.

Figure 2: Proportion of long responses for two
segments (consonant /hekko/ or vowel /heesu/) for 3
levels of precursor rate (fast, normal, slow) by
condition (congruent or incongruent). Error bars
indicate the 95% confidence interval of the mean.
Further, as shown in the figures, the proportion of long
responses for vowel was lower in the congruent than in the
incongruent condition. This was reflected in several significant
terms in the model, including the effect of condition (p < .01),
segment (p < .01), the interaction between condition and
segment (p < .001), as well as the three-way interaction among
duration, condition, and segment (p < .01).

Overall, these results demonstrate that the effect of
precursor rates (fast, normal, slow) was present in both
congruent and incongruent conditions (i.e., when the voice of
the precursor and target match and mismatch) and in both
segments (i.e., consonant and vowel). The way the precursor
rates affected listeners’ perception of the temporal contrast was
slightly different across the target segments.

Discussion
The present study investigated whether listeners’ perception of
temporally contrastive phonemes is influenced by the speaking
rate of the precursor phrase when the talker of the precursor and
the target word match (congruent) and mismatch (incongruent),
and whether this pattern differs for different target contrasts:
Japanese singleton-geminate stop contrast (i.e., /k/-/kk/) and
short-long vowel contrast (i.e., /e/-/ee/). The results
demonstrated that the effect of precursor rates was present in
both congruent and incongruent conditions, and this pattern
persisted for both contrasts. That is, the faster the precursor rate
was, the more often the target phoneme was perceived as the
‘long’ phoneme (i.e., geminate stop /kk/ and long vowel /ee/)
even when the talker of the precursor phrase differed from that
of the target word. This general effect of the precursor rate
manifested itself somewhat differently for the consonant and
vowel contrasts; the effect of the normal vs. fast difference
impacted the perception of the consonant contrast, but the
normal vs. slow difference impacted the perception of the
vowel contrast. However, since the listeners were not explicitly
made aware of the normal precursor rate as the reference during
the experiment, it is possible that their rate-based adjustments
were made more broadly than based on the specific
comparisons of how fast and slow speaking rates deviated from
the normal rate. In fact, the fast vs. slow difference affected the
perception of both consonant and vowel contrasts, indicating
that speaking rate variation of the precursor phrase generally
impacted the perception of the two target contrasts. Together,
these results suggest that listeners generalized their rate-based
adjustments of the target contrast to different talkers’ speech
both when the target segment carried reliable talker information
(i.e., vowel contrast) and when it did not (i.e., stop contrast).
The present results appear to suggest that listeners’ ratebased adjustments are independent of talkers. Listeners
adjusted their perception of temporally cued segments (short vs.
long consonants and vowels) using the speaking rate of the
surrounding context even when the context was spoken in a
different voice than that of the critical segment. This is in line
with the previous results suggesting that rate normalization is
an obligatory process, where listeners use any available
information to make rate-based adjustments [9,10,25]. Studies
have shown that listeners’ rate-based adjustments are robust
even for the irrelevant talker’s voice presented simultaneously
with the relevant talker’s voice [25] and under conditions with
varying attentional demands [32]. The present results contribute
to these lines of research demonstrating that rate normalization
across talkers persists even when the target segment reliably
signals the talker difference (i.e., vowels). The current result
may be taken as further evidence for the claim that rate-based
speech perception is governed by general auditory
normalization processes that occur early in perception
[10,14,32,33]. That is, extraction of rate information may occur
earlier than segregation of voices, and the rate information
affects subsequent auditory processing.

While these results suggest that rate-based adjustments
operate regardless of talker information, it is possible that
listeners in the current study may have been inclined to
disregard talker information, because the precursor phrases of
the two voices had the same durations (i.e., the durations of the
fast, normal, and slow rates were the same across the two
voices). Thus, listeners may have been more focused on
adjusting their perception for different rates rather than for
different talkers. However, listeners may be more sensitive to
talker information when processing rate information that carries
within-talker variation specific to a particular talker. For
example, studies have shown that listeners keep track of
different talkers’ habitual (global) speaking rates, as opposed to
the rate of the local context (i.e., phrases immediately preceding
the target contrast as in the present study) [34,35]. Given these
results, it is possible that listeners’ rate-based adjustments for
different segments (consonants vs. vowels) may show different
patterns if listeners are exposed to the habitual rate of different
talkers. That is, talker-independent rate adjustment may be
more robust in stop length contrasts than vowel length contrasts
when listeners are more familiar with different talkers’ habitual
rates as compared to just local context rates. Additionally,
vowel and stop length contrasts may differ not only in the
amount of talker information carried in the segment but also
with respect to other factors (e.g., perceptual salience of
duration information). Further investigation should thus
address the nature of generality and specificity of rate-based
perception in relation with the type of phenetic environment
that carries the information.
Table 1: Summary of the mixed-effects logistic
regression model.
Est.

S.E.

z val.

p

(Intercept)

-.89

.26

-3.42

.000

Duration

.11

.01

12.11

.000***

Condition

.79

.25

3.12

.002**

Rate [Fast]

1.32

.18

7.18

.000***

Rate [Slow]

.10

.17

.57

.57

Segment

-1.11

.36

-3.06

.002**

Duration: Condition

.002

.005

.39

.69

Duration: Rate [Fast]

.0001

.007

.02

.99

Duration: Rate [Slow]

-.02

.006

-3.19

.001**

Condition: Rate [Fast]

.09

.25

.37

.71

Condition: Rate [Slow]

-.55

.23

-2.36

.018*

Duration: Segment

-.02

.007

-3.19

.001**

Condition: Segment

1.62

.3

5.5

.000***

Rate [Fast]: Segment

-1.11

.26

-4.31

.000***

Rate [Slow]: Segment

-.57

.26

-2.2

.028*

Dur: Cond: Seg

.02

.007

3.09

.002**

Dur: Rate [Fast]: Seg

-.005

.009

-.59

.56

Dur: Rate [Slow]: Seg

.005

.008

.56

.58

Cond: Rate [Fast]: Seg

-.035

.36

-.1

.92

Cond: Rate [Slow]: Seg

-.033

.34

-.1

.92
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